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Ten Tiny Babies Karen Katz 2011-05-03 Babies from one to ten enjoy a bouncy, noisy, jiggly day until they are finally fast asleep at night. On
board pages.
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Forthcoming Books Rose Arny 2002
Do Crocs Kiss? Salina Yoon 2012 Rhyming text and flaps reveal a variety of wild animals and the sounds they make, including snakes,
bears, and lions. On board pages.
Who Loves Boo? Salina Yoon 2018-12-24 Celebrate Valentine's Day with Boo the cat in this flocked die-cut board book by Salina Yoon, the
master of seasonal board and novelty books. Who Loves Boo? is a guessing game in board book form. In this follow-up to the successful
Where's Boo?, very young readers will love searching for Boo's heart among heartfelt gifts and finding something unexpected instead. Each
page offers a hint of the heart, but it isn't until the last page that readers will see the valentine given to Boo by his loving friends. Little ones
will want to go back to the beginning and play all over again! Fuzzy flocking on Boo, the heart on the front cover, and the red flocking on the
last spread add depth and a tactile element to this die-cut board book--as well as extra value. Perfect for little hands! Salina Yoon is a creator
of many highly successful novelty board books and picture books for children.
Everybody Says Meow Constance Lombardo 2019-11-05 Everybody Says Meow! Or do they? Fans of Sandra Boynton and of Jules Feiffer's
classic Bark, George will meow, bark, and ribbit when they hear this hilarious picture book about a waggish group of adorable animals that
just cannot follow one simple instruction. "Welcome to that magical time when everybody says, 'Meow!' Ready?" Well, not quite. There's also
a "Woof." And a "Ribbit." A few words and a minimal background can make for plenty of mischief--especially when your characters are
adorable, delightfully silly, and probably NOT LISTENING! Fun, cumulative, and playful, Everybody Says Meow is perfect for preschoolers
and toddlers just learning how to read.
Can You Say It Too? Woof Woof Sebastien Braun 2014-01-01 'Who's that amongst the flowers? It's playful cat! Miaow! Miaow!'..As all
parents know, little children just love to be asked to make animal sounds. So a flap book in which they can spot the animal's tail, lift the flap
to reveal the complete creature, and then make its noise is guaranteed to be a winner!
Who Said Boo? 2020-08-06 Something spooky has happened - these characters' noises are all mixed up! Lift the flaps to reveal the correct
pairings in this frightfully good touch-and-feel book. With surprise mirror ending!
The Barking Ballad Julie Paschkis 2021-10-05 With a woof and meow and a bow-wow-wow, kids can bark along to this lively, luminously
illustrated interactive picture book about a dog and the cat who befriends him. A cheerful dog and kindly kitty became friends true and rare.
Bark along to join the ditty of this unlikely pair. When the dog gets hurt and the cat helps him recover, the two become fast friends. And
soon, the town is filled with the ballad of a hundred barks—and one small meow.
Do Cows Meow? Salina Yoon 2012 Rhyming text and flaps reveal a variety of farm animals and the sounds they make, including ducks,
cows, and horses. On board pages.
The Glass Castle Jeannette Walls 2007-01-02 A triumphant tale of a young woman and her difficult childhood, The Glass Castle is a
remarkable memoir of resilience, redemption, and a revelatory look into a family at once deeply dysfunctional and wonderfully vibrant.
Jeannette Walls was the second of four children raised by anti-institutional parents in a household of extremes.
Duck, Duck, Porcupine! Salina Yoon 2016-05-17 Meet Big Duck, Little Duck, and Porcupine, stars of the Geisel Honor-winning early reader
series perfect for fans of Elephant & Piggie and Ballet Cat. Big Duck likes to boss around her younger brother, Little Duck, and she fancies
herself the leader of their trio--when joined by their gentle friend Porcupine. Little Duck doesn't speak yet, but through his expressions and
his actions, he shows that he has a better grasp on any situation than his older sister. Told entirely through dialogue and visual storytelling
with subtle humor throughout, Little Duck ends up getting the trio out of whatever jam they are in. Moving into an exciting new paper over
board reader format, Salina Yoon's early readers are perfect for fans of bestselling series like Elephant & Piggie and Ballet Cat, giving all
her picture book fans a fantastic next step for reading fun. Don't miss these other stories by Salina Yoon! Duck, Duck, Porcupine series
Duck, Duck, Porcupine My Kite Is Stuck! And Other Stories That's My Book! And Other Stories The Penguin series Penguin and Pinecone
Penguin in Love Penguin's Big Adventure Penguin on Vacation Penguin and Pumpkin Penguin's Christmas Wish The Bear and Floppy books
Found Stormy Night Bear's Big Day
Where's Ellie? Salina Yoon 2012-08-28 Where's Ellie is a guessing game in board book form. Very young readers will love searching for Ellie
the elephant among familiar colorful objects—and finding something unexpected instead. Each page offers a hint of Ellie, but it isn't until the
last page that readers will find her. And when they do, they'll want to start all over and do it again! Intricate embossing on Ellie and her
trunk add depth and a tactile element to this die-cut board book—as well as extra value.
My Very First Book of Animal Sounds Eric Carle 2007-01-18 Here are two new split-page board books in the popular series from Eric Carle.
In the brilliantly colorful My Very First Book of Animal Homes, children can match each animal with the home it lives in. Where do the bees
live? Where does the bird live? In My Very First Book of Animal Sounds, children can match each animal with the sound it makes. Which
animal barks? Which animal roars? Only you can match them. Full of vibrant animals, these books are loads of fun for young children.
Max Meow Book 2: Donuts and Danger John Gallagher 2021-04-06 "Funny, furry and fantastic!" —Judd Winick, New York Times
Bestselling Author of the Hilo series Calling all GRAPHIC NOVEL FANS! Do you like DONUTS? Do you crave DANGER? Then Max Meow-the
graphic novel series with CAT-ITUDE--is PURR-fect for you! Just right for fans of Dogman, Bad Guys, Hilo and anyone who LOVES TO
LAUGH! Meowza! Max was just getting used to being a SECRET SUPER HERO when his and his best friend Mindy's evil look-alikes show up
in Kittyopolis! And what's worse, they're determined to take over the world's donut supply--and Max and Mindy are getting blamed! Can Max
and Mindy work together to save the day--and the donuts?! Find out in Max Meow Book 2: Donuts and Danger! A deliciously funny, actionpacked new series that's so good you'll want seconds! Bonus! Includes How to Draw Mindy AND Max Meow's SECRET Donut Scavenger
hunt!
Honk, Honk! Baa, Baa! Petr Horacek 2014-06-10 Readers are invited to turn the pages to identify the different sounds animals make.
Cat's Cookbook Julia Donaldson 2021 "Cat wants to learn to cook. Will she find a book to help her in Acorn Library? Lift the flaps to find
out, and then join Cat and all her friends for a special surprise!"--Publisher's description.
The Cat's Meow Carolyn Scrace 2018-03 Cats go meow! Dogs go woof! Children love animals, and this adorable book introduces them to
the fun sounds they make and their favorite things to do. Soon kids will be squeaking and squawking, baa-ing and quacking right along with
the pictures.
Negative Cat Sophie Blackall 2021-08-31 Two-time Caldecott winner Sophie Blackall spins a winning tale about Max, a feline whose
behavior doesn't win any raves, except from the boy who believes in him and finds a way to turn a negative into a positive. When a boy is
FINALLY allowed to get a cat, he has no doubts about which one to bring home from the shelter. But Max the cat isn’t quite what the family
expected. He shuns the toy mouse, couldn’t care less about the hand-knitted sweater, and spends most of his time facing the wall. One by
one, the family gives up on Max, but the boy loves his negative cat so much, he’ll do anything to keep him. Even the thing he dreads most:
practicing his reading. Which, as it turns out, makes everything positive!
Where's Boo? Salina Yoon 2013-08-06 Carve out family time for this Halloween read -- a guessing game in board book form! Very young
readers will love searching for Boo the black cat among familiar Halloween characters and objects—and finding something unexpected
instead. Each page offers a hint of Boo, but it isn't until the last page that readers will find him. And when they do, they'll want to start all
over and do it again! With an updated cover, this board book is a spooktacular treat for the fall season!
Pete the Cat James Dean 2017-07-25 Pete loves Halloween and candy but not so much scary surprises. Follow Pete as he goes trick-or-
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treating from house to house and discover what is waiting behind each door. With over ten flaps that open to reveal fun spooky surprises,
this book is sur
Happy Meow-loween Little Pumpkin Rose Rossner 2021-08-03 Make spooktacular memories with your special little pumpkin this Halloween
with this unboolievable pumpkin book for babies and toddlers! Celebrate the spooky season with someone you love with a sweet and
punderful Halloween board book! Filled with charming seasonal puns, adorable illustrations featuring jack-o'-lanterns, cute ghosts, witches,
and more, plus a heartwarming message families will want to read again and again, Happy Meow-loween, Little Pumpkin is a wonderfall
treat to show there's always broom for more love! For fans of I Love You Like No Otter, this cute Halloween story is the best book gift for
kids ages 0-3—made just for their little hands! The perfect addition to any Halloween trick-or-treat basket, baby shower gift, birthday gift for
babies and toddlers, or festive fall read aloud. Hay, little pumpkin— You sure are a treat! Though this may sound corny, I think you're really
sweet! More charming stories from Punderland, the perfect gift for any occasion I Love You Like No Otter I Love You More, Babysaur
Somebunny Loves You Donut Give Up and more!
The Publishers Weekly 2005
Hop Little Bunnies Martha Mumford 2021-06-24 THE BUNNY ADVENTURES: OVER A MILLION COPIES SOLD! There are lots of sleepy
animals to wake up in this bouncy, energetic picture book. Lift the flaps, then hop with the little bunnies, cheep with the chicks, baa with the
lambs and mew with the kittens. An interactive book, full of non-stop fun, based on the popular nursery rhyme 'Sleeping Bunnies'. This is full
of the joys of spring and the perfect gift all year round. From the illustrator of the bestselling We're Going on an Egg Hunt.
Millie Meow Thomas Nelson 2013-04 This lift-a-flap series features Millie Meow, Wally Woof, Ollie Oink, and Maddie Moo, four new quirky
characters created by Clare Fennell. Each book tells a delightful tale featuring lift-and-look flaps for children to enjoy lifting and exploring.
With cute illustrations and simple text, children will love finding out what these animals get up to. The padded board books are ideal for
little hands to hold and the flaps add an element of fun! Clare Fennell brings her signature collage style to these charming books to create
lovable and fun characters and bring each story alive.
Meow! Allan Ahlberg 2002 While Clara waits for her little cat Jack to come home, so many visitors come through the cat door that she
decides to have a party.
Do Sharks Bark? Salina Yoon 2020-03-03 "Do sharks bark? Do sharks chomp? All I know is sharks go--chomp! Lift the flaps to find lots more
popular animal sounds"--Back cover.
There are Cats in this Book Viviane Schwarz 2008 When did you last play with cats ... inside a BOOK?! The cats in this book want to have
fun, and by turning the pages and flipping the flaps YOU can play their favourite games with them! Tiny, Moonpie and Andre love wool to
tangle with, cardboard boxes to hide in, pillow fights ... and fish! But where there are fish, there is also water -lots of it. So who's going to
rescue the cats from the giant f1oodwave? You are, of course!
Cat's First Baby Natalie Nelson 2022-03-01 I am a cat. Are you a cat? Cat is curious. There's a new addition to the family, but who exactly is
this small being? This new arrival doesn’t meow like a cat, or smell like a cat, or even have a tail like a cat. As Cat investigates, he might just
come to appreciate this loud, silly family member. After all, they both enjoy a good catnap. In Cat's First Baby, the feline companion to Dog's
First Baby, Natalie Nelson captures the wonder and humor of a new family member through a cat's eyes. Sure to delight kids and cat
parents alike, this board book promises to be a repeat read-aloud.
Do Cats Moo? Salina Yoon 2020-03-03 "Do cats moo? Do cats chow? All I know is cats go--meow! Lift the flaps to find lots more popular
animal sounds"--Back cover.
Max Meow Book 1: Cat Crusader John Gallagher 2020-10-06 Meet a secret superhero with CAT-ITUDE--Max Meow, Cat Crusader--in this
purr-fectly awesome, hiss-sterically funny new graphic novel series! Max is just a regular cat in Kittyopolis, trying to make it big as a
podcaster UNTIL he accidentally takes a bite of an RADIOACTIVE SPACE MEATBALL at his best friend, scientist Mindy's, SECRET LAB.
Then before you can say MEOWZA, Max becomes...(drum roll!)...The CAT CRUSADER! Being a super hero is fun (Super strength? Check!
Flying? YES!!!)--but not if you get so cocky, you forget your best friend! Will Max learn to listen? Will he and Mindy make up? And together,
can Max and Mindy save Kittyopolis from the evil Agent M and BIG BOSS?! Find out in Max Meow: Cat Crusader-a laugh out loud, furrociously funny, action-packed new series filled with so many twists, turns, and terrific jokes it makes bad guys FLEA and kids cheer with
glee! BONUS: Includes how to draw Max Meow! "Funny, furry and fantastic!" --Judd Winick, New York Times Bestselling Creator of the Hilo
series "Max Meow's super heroics will have kids meow-ling with laughter!" --John Patrick Green, creator of the InvestiGators series
Who Said Peep? 2021-01-26 Who said peep? Was it puppy? No, it was chick! Lift the peek-through flaps to find out which animal makes each
noise! Peep! Meow! Baa! Quack! Lift the peek-through flaps to discover the noisy animals in Who Said Peep? With fuzzy, fluffy, or silky
touch-and-feel elements on every spread, children will love lifting the flaps to learn animal noises. Children will also be delighted by the
surprise mirror at the end of the book!
Mary Wears What She Wants Keith Negley 2019-01-15 From the award-winning creator of My Dad Used to Be So Cool and Tough Guys Have
Feelings Too comes a charming picture book inspired by the true story of Mary Edwards Walker, a trailblazing 19th-century doctor who was
arrested many times for wearing pants. Once upon a time (but not that long ago), girls only wore dresses. And only boys wore pants. Until
one day, a young girl named Mary had an idea: She would wear whatever she wanted. And she wanted to wear pants! This bold, original
picture book encourages readers to think for themselves while gently challenging gender and societal norms.
Cow Says Meow Kirsti Call 2021-03-16 A humorous picture book filled with wordplay and mixed-up onomatopoeia, Cow Says Meow features
bold graphic art and silly animals. Cow says . . . Meow! Cat says . . . Neigh! . . . or does it? With bold graphic art and a punny narrator, this
zany picture book is full of outrageously mixed-up animal sounds. Puns and wordplay will leave readers giggling through the roller-coaster of
sounds all the way to the final pages featuring the correct animal noises. Cow Says Meow is a perfect read aloud for home, the classroom, or
anywhere else, and will delight fans of Cece Bell’s I Yam a Donkey and David Ezra Stein's Interrupting Chicken.
Do Cows Say Meow? Moira Butterfield 2008 Presents questions about the sounds different animals make such as "Do goats growl?" and "Do
hamsters hoot?" with the answers hidden beneath the flaps.
Pop-Up Peekaboo Meow! Dawn Sirett 2012 When Stripy Cat loses his friends, he looks for them in Puppy's doghouse, Bunny's carrot patch,
and Froggy's bucket.
Are You My Baby? Kathleen Rizzi 2012-03-01 Animal parents ask readers to find their babies, in a text with flaps that reveal the answers.
On board pages.
Romeow and Drooliet Nina Laden 2013-09-18 Author-artist Nina Laden has taken her trademark wit and applied it to one of Shakespeare's
best-loved plays. Adults familiar with the classic love story will delight in the many references to the original play, all of which make this a
rarity: a children's book they want to read again and again. And young children who know nothing of the Bard will be riveted by this funny
yet touching tale about Romeow the cat and Drooliet the dog, two star-crossed lovers who meet by chance, marry in secret, and are kept
apart by a snarling rottweiler, appalled owners, and the animal control warden. The clever details throughout the book belie the careful
research behind this homage to true love won and lostand in the case of this book won againproving once and for all that dogs and cats can
be friends.
Whoops! Suzi Moore 2016-02-09 Three pets who can't find their voices visit an old lady in the woods with a spell that will help them, but
when the spell goes awry, there are chaotic consequences.
Cat Matthew Van Fleet 2009 Cats of all shapes and sizes take centre stage in this innovative novelty book from the bestselling Matthew Van
Fleet. With twenty-two breeds of fabulous felines to meet, tabs to pull, buttons to squeak and textures to touch, this is purrrrrfect fun for
little ones, and the ideal gift for cat-lovers.
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